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Cashion SC said the approach is for either one or two applications to be heard, despite facts
being different. Test approach may not resolve, but at least we have a yardstick and get
determination and then resolve others by reference to the others.
Truss DCJ suggested the plaintiff(s) and defendant could choose one each. Cashion Sc said
that is one option, and also the court could choose. Cashion SC said problem with each
choosing one is that we would have the two extremes and that doesn't provide any sort of
yardstick. Need them to be middle-ground. For instance, if pick strongest, it might not touch
upon the issues that arise in the middle ground. Likewise, if choose the weakest. Would
prefer middle-ground then the two extremes.
Cashion SC said each could pick a middle ground plaintiff, but not extremes.
Truss DCJ asked if all the evidence is on for the limitation motion. Ms Wall said for the
plaintiffs, yes. It will comprise affidavit of the plaintiff and call the qualified psychologist. Truss
DCJ asked what gives them an entitlement to call Dr Jungfer because they have the report.
Ms Wall said Dr Jungfer will be available for cross-examination.
Truss DCJ asked if the defendant would want to cross-examine her and Cashion SC said
yes.
Defendant was then asked about the evidence. Cashion SC said most of it is complete.
However, whether it is complete in relation to the one or two plaintiffs depends on the
plaintiff(s) chosen. Cashion SC said Peter Maxwell, Investigator, has put on affidavit and
supplementary affidavit. Said bit more work for him to do. May be another affidavit, but
depends on plaintiff chosen.
Cashion SC said we have qualified two psychologists and clarified that it is one report for
each plaintiff.
Looking at disability from early 1970s to late 1980s to 2008-2009.
Duration
Ms Wall said that if one plaintiffs' application is heard, best estimate is for one or two days.
Truss DCJ said Ms Wall was being a bit optimistic. Cashion SC said it would depend on the
facts. Truss DCJ said could take a week and suggested it be listed for a Monday.
Evidence
Back on evidence, Cashion SC said it is time consuming to look through subpoenaed
documents and depending on the plaintiff(s) chosen, the volume will vary, which makes
establishing time difficult. Cashion SC said perhaps best to exercise abundant caution.
Judge asked if the parties were wanting to have it heard this year and the parties said yes.
Then, came back to today's application to stand over to agree on plaintiff(s) to run. Said once
decide which plaintiff, will make it clear what the evidence is and how long it will take.
If hear fifteen, would take 6-9 weeks.
Truss DCJ asked if it was appropriate to provisionally set a hearing date for November?
Cashion SC asked whether that could be done next time and Truss DCJ agreed.
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